
401k Plan Design Considerations  
 

Annual 401(k) Participant Contribution Limits (2019) 

 $19,000 

 $25,000 for employees age 50 and older. 

 

Eligibility 

Most common requirements are 18 yrs of age and 3 months of service. 

Age and Service requirements can be a maximum of 21 years of age and 1 year of service.   

 

 Safe Harbor Options to avoid potential refunds and discrimination testing (ADP and Top Heavy)  for 

owners/ highly compensated participants:  These plans often work the best for smaller companies with owners on 

the payroll that want to contribute. 

  

Options: 

  

1. Matching 100% on the first 4% = $1.00 for $1.00 up to the first 4% of contributions for those that 

elect to participate.  

100% vested to the employees at all times under the safe harbor rules. 

 

       If an employee defers 1%, they are matched that same 1%,  Deferral of 2%= 2% match etc.   

        If an employee defers 4% or more, the match is capped @ the 4%. 

 

2. Matching 100% on the first 3% plus 50% on the next 2%.   

100% vested to the employees at all times under the safe harbor rules. 

 

                                                                Or 

  

3.  3% Nonelective – The company makes a contribution for everyone who is eligible, whether they 

participate or not.  This works like a bonus.  They don't have to contribute anything and would 

receive 3% of pay. 

        100% vested to the employees at all times under the safe harbor rules. 

 

 

 

Non-Safe Harbor plans 

Allow “discretionary” employer contributions such as Matching and or Profit Share, but are subject to annual 

compliance testing which restricts how much company owners spouses, children or parents of the owners, and any 

employee who earns greater than $120k (Highly Compensated Employees - HCE's) can defer to 5% of pay the first 

year and approximately 2% above the average deferral rate of the other employees in following years. 

 

Vesting  Any discretionary employer contribution can be subject to a graduated vesting schedules up to a maximum 

of 6 years from date of hire.  Common examples: 

 
 

Years of Service 0-1 1 2 3 4 

Vested  0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

 

 

Years of Service 0-1 1 2 3 4 5 

Vested  0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

 
 

Years of Service 0-2 2 3 4 5 6 

Vested  0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

 

*Plan Design features can be amended to or from Safe Harbor at the beginning of the next calendar year- if notice is 

given on or before 12/1.   


